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Summary: 

In mid-December of 2020 we switched from using Orion as our Portfolio Management tool to using our 
in-house Fusion Elements Solution. Jan, Feb, and March of 2021 were the first bills run using our new 
internal system versus using the Orion API connection to pull data.  

Due to a number of issues, including: 

- A new Schwab API connection that wasn’t established or fully functional until mid-billing 
period 

- The fact that Elements handled SMAs and non-managed and non-standard assets differently 
than Orion 

- The fact that Orion used fake tickers for positions rather than the actual tickers. 
- The fact that Orion had fee schedules listed as basis point schedules but had them marked 

as percentage based schedules, which caused us to under or overbill by large amounts. 

All of these issues contributed to the system storing incorrect values for sleeves or billing incorrect 
values. In addition, due to the differences in the way that Elements handles householding, it allowed for 
some accounts to get double or triple billed.  

Resolution: 

To rectify the issue, we did the following: 

1. Fixed the underlaying issues 
2. Repulled and created the daily sleeve values 
3. Deleted the journal entries for the old bill 
4. Regenerated the bills 
5. Advisor and vendor pay will have been adjusted automatically when the client bills were 

regenerated.   

We then checked the bill using our normal process and looked at specific accounts that we knew had 
issues to ensure that their bills generated correctly. 



Conclusion: 

At this time, we do not believe that this issue can or will be repeated. One of the benefits of using a 
double journal entry accounting system, means that we can always audit bills after the fact, and verify or 
correct them at any time. If for any reason you feel that there are additional accounts that need to be 
corrected, which were missed please open a ticket and we will resolve ASAP. 

Remember, you always have full access to view all the fees and calculation behind the fees at anytime 
within in Elements by using the Pay Report tool. You can also audit the fee schedules using the Fee 
Schedule Audit tool. If you have any question or need any help, feel free to reach out to our team or 
open a ticket. 

Thanks, 

Leibel Sternbach 

Chief Technology Officer 


